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PROGRAMME OF SPEAKERS
Meetings are at: Trinity Methodist Church Hall, Theatre Street,
Trinity Close, Dereham NR19 2EP …….. Starting 7.30 pm
20 Feb 2013

WWI Medals and Methods of Research by Jim
Lees

20 Mar 2013

Top Tips for Writing your family history by Gill
Blanchard

17 Apr 2013

Tracing Casualties in WWI by Neil Storey

A few words from the Editor …
Hello to everyone
I hope you all had a good Christmas and New Year. Its New Year
resolution time again and my most important resolution is to write
up my family history. Our speaker in March is Gill Blanchard who
will be talking about just that.
Thank you to everyone who has contributed to this Newsletter, we
have some very interesting articles this time. Please keep writing,
and if you have never before submitted an article why not put pen
to paper. I would also be interested to hear from overseas
members about their research?
Please note I have changed my email address., it is now
kate.easdown@btinternet.com
I look forward to hearing from you.

Kate (Editor)

Format for Newsletter Contributions …. Preferably typed using
Microsoft Word or Works, or handwritten, then please either:



email the file to me at kate.easdown@btinternet.com or
post handwritten copy/CD/floppy disk, to me at the address
on the back of the Newsletter

Deadline for inclusion in the next Newsletter – 20th April 2013
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LETS LOOK AT A CHURCH
No.69 – St Mary the Virgin, Sparham

The composer Handel once cited the bell as the English national instrument
and quoting a title long in use dubbed his adopted homeland the “Ringing
Isles.” Had he on a Sabbath morn visited Norfolk with its abundance of
medieval towers thrusting towards broad open skies he would surely have
been confirmed in his opinion. The church we are looking at today has
three fine bells cast in 1726 by John Stephens of Norwich – there were five
but two had to be sold to pay for repairs when the parish faced hard times.
St Mary the Virgin, Sparham is one of those great perpendicular structures
which so typify our landscape and is in many ways an archetypal Norfolk
church standing in one of the highest parts of the county and at the heart of
a deanery which contains a number of other such gems.
So, summoned by bells, we approach St Mary’s from the east and the first
thing that strikes us is the fine clerestory with seven large three light
perpendicular windows on each side and the bold 15th century tower,
restored in 1977, which, because of its sturdy construction, Mortlock &
Roberts in their Popular Guide to Norfolk Churches suggest was
originally free-standing. Before entering, we briefly look at the other side
of the church to examine a highly decorated niche with carved lions and
pillars over the west door which is now empty but once probably contained
a statue of the Virgin Mary to whom the church is dedicated and which was
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no doubt removed by those who disapproved of graven images.
Once inside St Mary’s which we enter by its 500 year old door, there is
much to see. A beautifully restored royal coat of arms (George I) takes
ones eye as does the flock of small shield bearing angels under the ridge of
the arch-braced roof, most of which were put in place flying in the wrong
direction by an incompetent Victorian builder according to the church
guide. Not least worthy of mention is the ornate pulpit from which the ever
fanciful Arthur Mee imagines the first to preach was one Richard Dykke an
early rector shown nearby on his memorial in long robes with a somewhat
uncomfortable looking collar. What one really comes to St Mary’s to see
however is the rood screen which portrays in quite graphic detail two
figures from the ‘Danse Macabre’ or ‘Dance of Death’ a late-medieval
allegory on the universality and inevitability of our eventual extinction.
The two grim, grinning skeletal figures tell us in no uncertain terms – those
of a nervous disposition look away – that no matter what our position in
life even if we are a fashionable lady or gentleman as depicted here, the
end is always the same. In case we miss the point, a scroll bearing the text
from Job: ‘Man that is born of woman hath but a short time. Now he is.
Now he is not...’ hammers the message home. Both figures have long ago
had their eyes gouged out by your friendly neighbourhood iconoclast, a
modification which only adds to their ghastliness. Not even King Death it
seems could escape being a victim of what church historian Gerald Randall
memorably called ‘the earthquake of the Reformation and its after-shocks’.
Perhaps, we are lucky we still have them as the majority of such figures
were totally destroyed by puritan killjoys.
Taking a moment to calm down after all this horror, we see what else the
church has to offer and before leaving take a look at a recent (2007)
window by London based stained glass artist Emma Blount who has won
awards for her designs. It is good to see the old crafts still being pursued.
We also notice a brass war memorial plaque from which the name of
Frederick Woodhouse, Norfolk Regiment, killed in France in1917, leaps
out at me. My grandfather served with the Norfolks in the Great War but he
was in the Middle East and Denise, who is the family historian, reminds me
that although he had a brother called Frederick Victor who lived in
Reepham and died in the War, the soldier named here is a different
Frederick and unlikely to be a close relation. If you are interested in
religious buildings then before leaving Sparham it is worth seeking out the
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Old Primitive Methodist Chapel. Located on The Street and dating from
1864, this small yet pleasing structure with its simple classical lines is now,
like many such chapels, converted into a private dwelling and thus
thankfully saved from needless demolition.
The original parish registers are held at the Norfolk Record Office (Cat.
Ref. PD 17) and comprise Baptisms 1573-1911, Marriages 1573-1836,
Burials 1573-1969 and Banns 1755-1802 & 1824-1893. Microform copies
cover the same dates except for Burials which end in 1900. Archdeacon’s
and Bishop’s transcripts start in 1600 and end in 1885 for Baptisms &
Burials and 1837 for Marriages. The Parish Chest has Terriers (a register of
landed property described by site, boundaries & acreage) 1706-1912, a map
of copyhold land for the Rectory Manor in 1809, Tithe apportionment
1842, map 1841 and accounts 1882-1887 along with various Poor Law
papers 1822-1873. Also in the Chest are Churchwardens’ vouchers for the
18th to 20th centuries, Settlement certificates & examinations 1739-1844,
Removal orders 1755-1839 and Bastardy bonds & orders covering the
period 1793-1831.
Roderic & Denise Woodhouse

NEW MEMBERS’ INTERESTS
Member 758 – Mrs J A Dxxxx, ------, ------, ------,
---- --- -----@----NORTON

Weston Longville/Mattishall/E
Tuddenham NFK

17th – 19th C

Member 759 – Mr C & Mrs A Sxxxx, ------, ------, ------,
---- -------@----WEBB

E & W Lexham/Sth Pickenham NFK

18th – 19th C

AMYS

E & W Lexham/Sth Pickenham NFK

18th – 19th C
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BOWMAN STEAM TOYS & POND YACHTS
A Family Story with Food for Thought
At the last Society meeting of 2012, I attempted to tell the story of
Geoffrey Bowman Jenkins (GBJ), not from my own research but
from a very unlikely source, Bowman Steam Toys & Pond Yachts by
Colin Laker, a book about a ‘Dereham’ entrepreneur I had no
particular interest in steam toys of yesteryear but I was fascinated by
the way in which the author presented his story. Over a seven year
period he got to know Geoffrey’s children, grandchildren and people
who had worked for or known the family and produced, beneath the
details of his toys, a superb example of how to write a family history.
Very briefly, GBJ was a manufacture of simple wooden toys in SE
London. In 1923 he was invited to demonstrate a steam powered
model boat to Hobbies of Dereham. They subsequently rented him
facilities within their works complex (now Morrison’s supermarket).
A few years later, in partnership with his cousin Bernard Smart he
founded Bowman Models manufacturing model stationary steam
engines, boats and railway engines, which were exceptionally
powerful, well made, sold worldwide and apparently still command
high auction prices today.
GBJ was a very inventive man with several patents to his name and
in the process of finding applications for a new type of powerful
clockwork motor adapted it to drive a gramophone turntable. This he
put into a furniture cabinet, which in turn led to other pieces of
simple furniture and eventually around 1935 toy production ceased
and he opened a new factory with modern machinery to produce
Jentique furniture.
Unfortunately, some items were not too well designed, sales were
sluggish, and a few years later GBJ lost the business. Bernard Smart
took over as Managing Director and under his leadership made the
company profitable. Then came the war, furniture production gave
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way to the manufacture of bomb boxes, instrument cases etc. for the
war effort. These needed, hinges, brackets etc. and to improve
efficiency another company, Metamec was incorporated in 1941,
initially to manufacture these metal parts. (This was to become the
famous Metamec clock manufacturer).
Meantime, after losing Jentique and suffering a mental breakdown,
GBJ put on his inventive hat once more and started manufacturing
fire screens at his 18th century Dereham home – Moorgate House.
This gave way to the manufacture of small brightly painted wheeled
animal toys, manufactured from fire cement (an unlikely material,
but amongst war time shortages, available). These toys were sold in
their thousands and continued to be made until the early 1950s, by
which time GBJ was living at Ridlington where, after a short spell as
an egg producer he designed a model yacht, which was made by his
son Max, and between them they set up in business, producing the
famous Riddlington Racing Yachts. GBJ died in 1959.
Around this story of the inventiveness and business enterprises of
GBJ, which provided employment for hundreds of local people and
put Dereham on the map, Colin Laker tells the family story. How
GBJs mother was widowed after only five years of marriage and
became a draper. How GBJ ran his toy enterprise from his brother in
laws stationary shop in Clapham. How his cousin Bernard Smart was
awarded the DSO in WW1 for shooting down a zeppelin from an
aircraft launched from an experimental platform on a ship. The
experience of his daughter Peggy as a nurse during the Norwich blitz
and son max as a schoolboy during WW2 etc. It all makes for a
fascinating story. Possibly because of it local connection, we had a
good audience for the talk, which included GBJs son and three
members of his family, and some interesting comments. Several men
could equate to Bowman models which they had owned as children
and several people had worked for Jentique or Metamec. Previously I
had been told by a member that she had dismissed her mother’s tale
that she had worked for GBJ making concrete toys during the war, as
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old age fantasies. But while these were interesting I was given ‘food
for thought.’
GBJ had four children. There are only personal details about three of
them in the books. I thought that possibly the forth had passed away.
However, a member of the audience at our meeting, told me that she
had personally known one of the daughters who had been against the
publication of the book. Now there’s a thought - We might be certain
that everyone would show the same enthusiasm for our family
history, but it is just possible that some family members may not
wish their ‘dirty washing to be washed in public’. But let’s not use
that as an excuse not to put pen to paper.
The books are easy to read lavishly illustrated with superb quality
coloured photographs. The work is produced in two A4 size books,
each with around 275 A4 pages, stitched and bound with laminated
paper. At, what is far less than cost price, they market for around £45
each. However, they are available through the public library service,
and well worth the read.

Bowman Steam Toys and Pond Yachts – A family Story by Colin
Laker
Book 1: ISBN 978-0-900443-16-9
Book 2: ISBN 978-0-900443-17-6
TFG
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DID YOUR ANCESTORS EMIGRATE TO AUSTRALIA?

PASTKEYS of New South Wales Australia have published a fieldsearchable CD-ROM – NSW IMMIGRATION DEPOSITS
COMBINED INDEX 1853-1900.

The CD contains two indexes:
(1)
(2)

The NSW Immigration Deposit Journals Index 1853-1900
The Immigration Deposit Regulations Supplementary
Index 1856-1857

The CD is searchable by the following fields:
Name / date range by year /ship / reference / remarks / record
number / full search (searches many fields in one search).
Cost $A55 (approx £37) plus p&p

Further Information and Enquiries to: PASTKEYS
Address:
Email:
Website:

5 Garbala Road Gymea NSW 2227 Australia
pastkeys@tpg.com.au
www.pastkeys.com.au
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YORKSHIRE FAMILY HISTORY FAIR
Will be held at
York Racecourse
Knavesmire Exhibition Centre
On
Saturday 29th June 2013
10 am to 4.30 pm
Admission £4.50 (free for children)
FREE PARKING
All under cover
Including
Over 40 Family History Societies
From England, Scotland, Wales, Ireland
County Record Offices, Postcards, Books
FindMyPast, GenesReunited
For more details see
www.yorkshirefamilyhistoryfair.com
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CHRISTMAS PRESENTS WITH A FAMILY HISTORY
TWIST
Did you receive any ‘useful’ family - history related Christmas presents
this year? I had three:
1. A unique handmade memory Christmas
card from my granddaughter depicting her 18
month old daughter’s footprint disguised as
Rudolph, of which she sent ‘originals’ around
the family. How did she do it? Her story: I
started off with child standing but as she was
(a) confused and (b) unable to balance on one
leg whilst I moved her foot around, I found it
easier with her sat on my lap and I literally
used her foot as a stamp. However, then I
realised that I couldn't move my arms to put
the printed ones out to dry and had to start
throwing them (carefully) away ending up
sitting in a circle of footprints, with child with
wet painted foot, fortunately I'd previously covered the floor with an old
shower curtain. I used a margarine tub lid to put paint on and then rubbed
her foot around that. To start off, too much paint though and didn't produce
good results so a paint brush might have been easier.
2. My nephew, trying to encourage his father to write his family history
came up with a card insert entitled ‘Grandad’s Tale of Christmas’ A four
page story, edited by him, telling how Christmas was in his father’s
childhood. He starts with: ‘As a child you accept your way of life as norm.
but when you are 90, you sit and think what life was like and remember
Christmas as it was.’ It makes interesting reading and I have sent him a
note of praise hoping that it might encourage him to cover other subjects,
such as his war time experience in the RAF – you never know. Of course, I
should be writing them myself about my own memories – maybe next year!
3. Having heard my praise for Britishnewspaperarchive my daughter
brought me a gift voucher with 600 credits. However, what we hadn’t
realised was that it was only valid for 7 days – so I only used a fraction of
the credits available. Subsequently, I discovered that the British library
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newspapers are digitised in partnership with Brightsolid and also available
on findmypast. Here, for my limited use, just 60 (pay as you go) credits
would have been adequate. These cost £7 as opposed to £10, are valid for
90 days, and can also be used for other types of records with the added
bonus that and if I don’t use them all, they will be credited to me against
my next purchase.
Tom Garland

ERROR IN HOLM HALE MEMORIAL INSCRIPTION BOOK
Perhaps the biggest accolade we have received regarding our MI
books was an overheard comment by a churchwarden who told an
enquirer “if it isn’t in the green book then there isn’t a memorial.”
However, this was put to the test recently when a Mr Evans of Holm
Hale, advertised for help in locating the burial place of Charles
Sturman, a soldier on his local war memorial. Having been involved
with both the Memorial Inscription (MI) book and Burial Index
(NBI) it took minutes to discover from the NBI that he was buried in
Holme Hale churchyard and the absence of his name in the MI book
index, that he did not have a memorial.
I contacted Mr Evans with my news – too late, a distant relative had
already passed the information on, including the location of his
memorial in the churchyard. Something was amiss! Further
investigation revealed that Sturman’s memorial is in the MI book but
it has been incorrectly indexed as Swan. It is unlikely that someone
else will need the information but just in case:– If you have
purchased a copy of Holm Hale’s MIs please amend the index by
deleting the incorrect surname ie
Sturman Charles
Swan Charles

#
28

#
1923

A1
D133

TG
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YOUR LETTERS
‘Hindolveston to Utah’ follow up
In the Winter 2012 Newsletter Jean Palmer said that she would like know
the sources I used for my research concerning my ancestor soldiers who
served in India. Looking at my records I see that the sources were - Parish
Registers, overseers accounts, workhouse records, Chelsea Pensioner
records, Schedule of Reports for the Regiment, Muster Rolls, Statement of
Service, Regimental Records, Certificate of Discharge, ship’s log book,
Census returns, local newspapers, death certificate and of course a number
of articles and books about soldiers and their wives in the early 19th
century.
Sue Harris

Headstone Cleaner
Re. Your Letters Winter 2012. I too have seen headstone cleaner for sale
but never used it. I would imagine that it would be cost prohibitive for
cleaning more than one or two. But I would like to offer a note of caution
to anyone considering using cleaners. Although I have searched the internet
for an official ruling without success, , we have always considered the use
of chemicals in the churchyard when doing memorial recording as
prohibited. Much of the advice comes from the British Lichen Society
(BLS) who claim that the unpolluted environment in churchyards provide
the ‘last’ habitat for lichen, some very rare. Churchwardens in this area are
well versed in the BLS propaganda and I usually have to assure the
churchwarden that chemicals will not be used before being given the OK to
record.
TG

Maureen Heffernan, who recently joined the Mid-Norfolk Family
History Society, took a holiday in Norfolk to research her family …

I recently signed with MNFHS and enjoy reading the news letter, I thought
you may be interested on the progress that I have made with my research
since first contacting you.
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Some time ago I met a cousin who had my Grandmothers Wedding 1893
and Birth 1866 certificates which I copied, these set me on the quest for
more knowledge of her family and in turn give me an understanding of part
of my own genes.
I grew up in Farnborough Hants and I regularly visited my Gran, Mary Ann
Brigden (Barber) who lived a short way from my home, it was a surprise to
discover from her certificates that she came from Salle in Norfolk which
intrigued me though I do have a vague memory of seeing a man ( first time
I had seen plus fours) and his wife Alice at my Grans, I was told that they
were my Uncle and Auntie. I contacted the records office in Norwich with
the information I had to date, they were every helpful and almost by return
informed me that my Great grandparents had lived in Salle, with the result
that my husband and I decided to make a holiday of my interest and we
spent a week in Norfolk for more research, it was great.
Over recent months I have continued researching through varies sites and
from information gained at Salle Church, St Peter & St Paul, it was here
that we saw the booklet ‘‘The Memorial Inscriptions’’ which we purchased
from you and discovered that the youngest of my Gran’s siblings Richard
(Dick) Henry and his wife Alice Rebecca (Sesley) are buried in the
churchyard, real progress! So much help in a relatively short that I am
truly encouraged to press on. I have also found that a sister Hannah worked
for the Rev Charles Marsh MA who officiated at my Grans
Wedding. Hannah also signed the marriage certificate, still more
information, it looks as if Gran’s sister Laura married a Laskey, as there
were eleven children born to William and Elizabeth Barber (Parents) I still
have lots more to find. Looking at other family trees on the web I
have discovered other researchers were also looking for the name Barber
one with the same list of names to my Gran’s siblings, I have left a
message on the net but to date no reply. I am quite excited at the prospect
of doing more research in Norfolk, it is not enough for me to find names I
also wish to, if possible, find where they lived and what they did for
example I know that my Great Gran when a widow is listed in the 1911
census as an Inn Keeper in Salle, previously she was listed as a dressmaker
in the 1891 census, all very interesting.
This June we are returning to Norfolk with our daughter, who has become
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interested in ancestry, and wishes to visit Salle also the records. Hopefully
this means many hands make for good research.
Maureen Heffernan

Can you help?
Harold Hazell is researching JAMES (FRANCIS?) LILLY who was a
plasterer.
On the census and birth certificates the trade and birthplace are the only
constants.
1851 age 41 in Ferrybridge WR Yorks
1861 age 49 in Pontefract WR Yorks
1871 age 63 in Hull Sculcoates ER Yorks shown as ‘Janna’ Lilly
unmarried lodger
Marriage (1): common law ‘wife’? No certificate traced. Stated maiden
name of wife: Sarah Watson born 1827, baptism Old Church St Pancras
Middlesex. Her parents: Charles/Caroline.
Issue of partnership:
Charles Watson Lilly* born St Marylebone 1845
James (Jnr) Alfred Lilly born Brighton Sussex 1847
William George Lilly born Sculcoates Hull 1849
John Henry Lilly born Ferrybridge WR Yorks 1851
Caroline Sarah Lilly born Pontefract 1853 died 1856
Mary Ann Lilly born Pontefract WR Yorks 1856 **
Louisa Caroline Lilly born Castleford 1858 died 1859
Florence ? Lilly born Pontefract 1860 **
Rose Elizabeth Lilly born Castleford 1862 (not Rose E. 1872 Oldham) **
(** all baptised together Castleford 1863)
Robert Arthur Lilly born Castleford 1865 (living with his mother 1881 at
Bromley Street) ***
Several children married in Lancs but William George Lilly possibly in
Kingston-on-Hull
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Marriage (2): certificated: Sarah Watson to Henry Edmondson Nov. 1872
– Manchester Cathedral. 1881 census: 22 Bromley Street Oldham Lancs
***
The HAZELL/HASELL line is descended from the ROSE ELIZABETH
LILLY born 1872 Oldham out of Charles Watson Lilly*, marriage to Sarah
Jane WALNE (WARNE) Alston Lancs
In 2008 a lady in Melbourne Australia was enquiring for a James Lilly,
suggested as brother to Mary Anne Scotter, neé Lilly, formerly of
Holt/Hingham, the issue of John Lilly and Sarah Williams. This couple
one of the possibles? Mary Ann born 1801 is a good fit. (James is lodging
with the Scotters in Hull in the 1871 census return.) Was he a cousin?

Can you help with the following queries?
(1) Who were the parents of JAMES (F?) LILLY?
(2) Where was he actually born and what date – 1807 + ?
(3) Where is his death recorded subsequent to 1871?
If you can help please email or write to me, Kate (Ed)
kate.easdown@btinternet.com, and I will pass the information on to
Harold.
A LUCKY BREAK
I often think that there is a degree of luck when researching family
history. A while ago I was having lunch with a friend in Norwich
when she asked how my family history research was progressing. I
said that the family line I was currently researching went back to a
marriage between a Gregory Rouse and Elizabeth Dowsing in
Cratfield, Suffolk, in 1555. They were my great x 11 grandparents. I
had been very lucky because this branch of my family had remained
in the same parish for several generations. I explained that many
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parish records only go back to the 1600s or even the 1700s so I was
lucky that Cratfield’s registers went back so far. In fact they go back
to when parish registers were first introduced in in 1538. Many
parishes are not so lucky. Early records were made on paper but from
1558 parchment was used and the older records were supposed to
have been copied, although some never were and others have been
lost.
I told my friend that now I had got back to before the existence of
parish registers I thought it extremely unlikely that I would get back
any further but was very pleased with my success with this branch of
the family as I had not got back beyond the 1600s with any other
branches. I said that there was the odd chance of a will helping me
get back another generation.
My friend then told me that the surname Dowsing rang a bell with
her. She believed that during the 1600s it was a Dowsing that had
destroyed religious icons and stained glass in the Suffolk church
where she had previously lived.
Until I started my family history research I had never even heard of
the surname Dowsing and did not for one minute think that he would
be related to my family of Dowsings, but I thought it worth a little
investigation. I soon discovered that the William Dowsing my friend
had referred to was born 1596 in Laxfield, the youngest son of a
prosperous yeoman farmer. Laxfield adjoins the parish of Cratfield
where the family I was investigating were living. William was well
documented in history and I managed to find a book in the library
about him.
On 9th September, 1641, during the rule of Cromwell, a declaration
was issued prohibiting ‘divers innovations in or about the worship of
God’, ordering that all communion tables should be removed from
the east end of the church, chancels levelled and all crucifixes,
idolatrous pictures and images should be destroyed. Some
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churchwardens carried out these instructions, others were reluctant.
Committees were called into existence with commissions from
Parliament to carry out a systematic destruction of all scandalous
images. In 1642 the Earl of Manchester received his Commission as
General of the Associated Counties of Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk,
Lincoln, Huntingdon, Cambridge and Hertford. Through him
William Dowsing received his appointment as ‘parliamentary visitor’
of the Suffolk churches. He personally visited more than a quarter of
the Suffolk churches, wrecking stained glass windows, toppling
crosses from roofs, defacing angel carvings, chiselling off symbols
on walls and fonts and demanding that altar steps be lowered. The
damage Dowsing caused was considerable although nowhere as bad
as that which occurred during the reign of Henry VIII. William
Dowsing’s name is linked with iconoclasm because he kept a
detailed diary of what he saw and what he destroyed. No similar
diaries exist for other parts of the country.
By spending some time in Ipswich Record Office I found his
pedigree in the ‘Suffolk Institute of Archaeological Proceedings Vol
6’, dated 1888. I also found that Ipswich Record Office holds his
will. Suffolk Record Offices (Lowestoft, Bury & Ipswich) have not
scanned their wills so in most cases you are able to handle the
original documents rather than look at microfilm. I find it wonderful
to hold a will that my ancestors have held and signed several
hundred years ago. Unfortunately William Dowsing’s will is
regularly referred to by historians and is considered of great value so
in this instance I was only allowed access to a photocopy of the
original will.
By linking my research with the above mentioned pedigree and also
the data in the book I had borrowed from the library I discovered that
William Dowsing the iconoclast was linked to my family. After
drawing up charts I was to find he was the great nephew of my great
x 11 grandparents and as such was the great grandson of my great x
12 grandparents. A very distant link to my immediate ancestors but
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one I enjoyed researching.
When researching my family history I like to visit the villages and
churches. If lucky a few of the old thatched cottages remain from the
period when my family were there and of course the church and
usually the font are much older. It is possible to see and touch the
font where my ancestor was baptised.
I had previously visited Cratfield but returned to visit nearby
Laxfield. I had found a farm on the Ordnance Survey map named
Dowsing Farm on the outskirts of the village. Could it have once
belonged to my Dowsings?
My visit was on a lovely sunny day and the flint stone church looked
beautiful against a bright blue sky. Opposite the church is a lovely
timber framed museum, once the guildhall dating back to c1520. I
entered the church and after taking a few photos the churchwarden
came in. He spoke to me and asked what my interest was in the
church. I explained about my family history research and when I
mentioned the surname Dowsing he chatted to me about the family’s
history in the village explaining that Dowsing Farm could be seen
from the church tower. He offered to take my friend and me up the
tower to see the view. Jumping at this offer we climbed the first set
of steps. Here we were shown the workings of the ancient church
clock, an added bonus as my friend is interested in horology.
Ascending to the top of the tower we were able to see for miles in all
directions and across the fields was the distant Dowsing Farm which
the churchwarden pointed out to us.
After leaving the church we moved on to Dowsing Farm. It is
believed that this was once the home of William Dowsing’s parents.
I intended to take a photo of it from the road. When we arrived the
owner was cutting the grass. I explained to him I was researching
Dowsing for my family history and asked if he would mind if I took
a couple of photos of his house (no longer a farm). He was more than
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happy for me to do so and invited me to walk around the outside of
the building photographing it from the back as well as the front. At
the back I was able to see the partial remains of a moat that would
have surrounded the old farmhouse. The owner pointed out the
original part of the building telling me which parts had been added at
a later date.
Now, whenever I visit a church in Suffolk where icons and fonts
have been removed or defaced, or there are empty niches where
icons were removed, I can’t help but think that I share a small
amount of DNA with the person responsible for this damage to the
church. I still have further research to do on this branch of the family
as there are many records to go through when I have time to visit
Ipswich Record Office again. I have more wills to investigate and
documents concerning conveyance of land. Such a find makes up for
all the dead ends I have hit and it’s all because of a casual comment
over a leisurely chat during a long lunch with a friend.
Sue Harris

NEW PUBLICATIONS
YET ANOTHER MEMORIAL INSCRIPTION BOOKLET

MARLINGFORD
St Mary’s
210 memorials 24 A4 pages
£3.40 (£2.30 plus £1.10 p&p)
See our Web site for the full list
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The Car Park Shops
Cowper Road
Dereham, Norfolk
NR19 2DA
01362 852188
Laptop & Computer Sales and Repairs
Mobile Phone Unlocking and Repairing

Please be aware that any contract or agreement made
between members and members or researchers/
advertisers is on their own terms, and is therefore not the
responsibility of the Society. However, we would like to
know of any problems encountered and may cease
accepting advertising.

NORFOLK RESEARCH
Parish Records, Census Searches
Certificates
£5 per hour
Send SAE or IRC for details to:
W Hepburn, 11 Preston Avenue, Wymondham, Norfolk NR18 9JE
Or contact by email: Willie.h.1945@virgin.net
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IDENTITY THEFT! DON’T MAKE IT EASY FOR THEM!
Identity theft is a real threat nowadays, and it is up to us all to make every
effort to keep personal information belonging to ourselves and fellow
Society members safe.
The Mid-Norfolk Family History Society takes every care to ensure that
any personal details you have submitted are kept confidential. Your details
are published in the Members’ Interests Directory for the sole purpose of
providing means of contact to aid family history research and are intended
for use by Society Members only and not for general distribution.
We are therefore asking you take care when destroying last or previous
year’s Members’ Interests Booklet. Please would you shred or burn the
booklet when you have finished with it.
If you have any queries or problems please contact Kate (Editor).
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Mid-Norfolk Family History Society
www.tsites.co.uk/sites/mnfhs/
President

Don McLean, ------, ------, ------,
---- ---

01362
000000

Committee
Chairman

Tom Garland, ------, ------, ------,
---- --- Email: -----@-----
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000000

Secretary
Trips Co-ordinator

Sue Vickerage, ------, ------, ------,
---- --- Email: -----@-----
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000000

Treasurer

Pat Skittrall. ------, ------, ------,
---- --- Email: -----@-----
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000000

Librarian

Susan Page, ------, ------, ------,
---- ---

01953
000000

Librarian
Strays Co-ordinator

Iona Folliard, ------, ------, ------,
---- ---

01603
000000

Programme
Secretary

Graham Rudd, ------, ------, ------,
---- --- Email: -----@-----

01362
000000

Newsletter Editor
Queries & Sales

Kate Easdown, ------, ------, ------,
---- --- Email: -----@-----

01362
000000

NBI Co-ordinator

Barry Hughes, ------, ------, ------,
---- --- Email: -----@-----

01362
000000

Membership
Secretary

Sheila Moulton, ------, ------, ------,
---- --- Email: -----@-----

01328
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Members’ Interests
Secretary

Denise and Roderic Woodhouse, ------, ------, ------,
---- ---
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